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Abstract

The 2022 eruption at Mauna Loa, Hawai‘i, marked the first extrusive activity from the volcano after 38 years of quiescence. The

eruption was preceded by several years of seismic unrest in the vicinity of the volcano’s summit. Characterizing the structure

and dynamics of seismogenic features within Mauna Loa during this pre-eruptive interval may provide insights into how pre- and

co-eruptive processes manifest seismically at the volcano. In particular, the extent to which seismicity may be used to forecast

the location and timing of future eruptions is unclear. To address these questions, we construct a catalog of relocated seismicity

on Mauna Loa spanning 2011-2023. Our earthquake locations image complex, sub-kilometer-scale seismogenic structures in the

caldera and southwest rift zone. We additionally identify a set of streaks of seismicity in the volcano’s northwest flank that are

radially oriented about the summit. Using a rate-and-state friction model for earthquake occurrences, we demonstrate that the

seismicity rate in this region can be modeled as a function of the stressing history caused by magma accumulation beneath the

summit. Finally, we observe a mid-2019 step change in the seismicity rate in the Ka‘oiki region that may have altered the stress

state of the northeast rift zone in the three years before the eruption. Our observations provide a framework for interpreting

future seismic unrest at Mauna Loa.
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Key Points:5

• We construct a new catalog of 91,770 relocated earthquakes at Mauna Loa vol-6

cano spanning 2011-20237

• The new catalog details a decade of nonstationary inflation-related seismicity and8

detailed structure in the caldera and rift zones9

• Our observations can provide a framework for understanding future episodes of10

pre-eruptive seismic unrest at Mauna Loa11
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Abstract12

The 2022 eruption at Mauna Loa, Hawai‘i, marked the first extrusive activity from the13

volcano after 38 years of quiescence. The eruption was preceded by several years of seis-14

mic unrest in the vicinity of the volcano’s summit. Characterizing the structure and dy-15

namics of seismogenic features within Mauna Loa during this pre-eruptive interval may16

provide insights into how pre- and co-eruptive processes manifest seismically at the vol-17

cano. In particular, the extent to which seismicity may be used to forecast the location18

and timing of future eruptions is unclear. To address these questions, we construct a cat-19

alog of relocated seismicity on Mauna Loa spanning 2011-2023. Our earthquake loca-20

tions image complex, sub-kilometer-scale seismogenic structures in the caldera and south-21

west rift zone. We additionally identify a set of streaks of seismicity in the volcano’s north-22

west flank that are radially oriented about the summit. Using a rate-and-state friction23

model for earthquake occurrences, we demonstrate that the seismicity rate in this region24

can be modeled as a function of the stressing history caused by magma accumulation25

beneath the summit. Finally, we observe a mid-2019 step change in the seismicity rate26

in the Ka‘oiki region that may have altered the stress state of the northeast rift zone in27

the three years before the eruption. Our observations provide a framework for interpret-28

ing future seismic unrest at Mauna Loa.29

1 Introduction30

Monitoring of seismic unrest at active volcanoes can help to identify periods of el-31

evated eruptive risk, in particular through detection of subsurface magma accumulation.32

Pre-eruptive patterns of seismicity, however, can differ between volcanoes and across in-33

dividual eruptions, such that near-term forecasting often benefits from detailed knowl-34

edge of a volcano’s internal structure and dynamics (Pesicek et al., 2021, 2018). In 2022,35

Mauna Loa volcano (Figure 1) erupted for the first time since 1984, following years of36

elevated seismicity and deformation in the near-summit region (Thelen et al., 2017; Ma-37

her et al., 2023). In the context of global volcanology, pre-eruptive patterns of behav-38

ior at Mauna Loa are comparatively well understood, which has allowed for some degree39

of advance warning for its most recent three eruptions (1975, 1984, 2022) (Decker et al.,40

1995; Maher et al., 2023). However, our understanding of how seismic unrest at Mauna41

Loa relates to summit inflation and magma dynamics continues to lag behind compa-42

rable efforts at its neighboring volcano, Kı̄lauea (Figure 1).43

This gap in understanding can be attributed (at least in part) to Mauna Loa’s qui-44

escence in recent decades (P. G. Okubo, 1995). Mauna Loa was eruptively quiescent be-45

tween its 1984 and 2022 eruptions, although there was evidence of magma accumulation46

beneath the summit of Mauna Loa during this period (Burgess & Roman, 2021; Poland47

et al., 2012). During the same period of time, Kı̄lauea was erupting nearly continuously;48

this eruptive activity, combined with the development of techniques that can process large49

amounts of digital data from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO) seismic network,50

has led to rapid progress in our understanding of Kı̄lauea’s caldera and rift zone struc-51

ture (Shelly & Thelen, 2019; Matoza et al., 2021), subcaldera magma storage (Matoza52

et al., 2014; Crozier & Karlstrom, 2021), pre-eruptive stress changes (Liu et al., 2022),53

and dike intrusion processes (Lengliné et al., 2021). Largely due to its eruptive quies-54

cence in the digital recording era, analogous structures and processes at Mauna Loa have55

proven difficult to characterize.56

One important set of open questions pertains to the role and significance of pre-57

eruptive seismicity around the volcano. While earthquake rates generally increase prior58

to eruptions (Lengliné et al., 2008; Decker et al., 1995), the span of time between the on-59

set of seismicity and the eventual eruption is variable; the 1984 eruption, for instance,60

was preceded by approximately 6 years of accelerating seismicity rates, whereas the 197561

eruption was preceded by only 1 year of seismic unrest (P. G. Okubo, 1995). Acceler-62
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Figure 1. Map view of the island of Hawai‘i. White lines are mapped fissure locations and

black lines are mapped fault traces (Wolfe (compiler) & Morris, 1996; Sherrod et al., 2021).

Mauna Loa, Kı̄lauea, and Mauna Kea volcanoes are denoted by white triangles. NERZ and

SWRZ denote Mauna Loa’s northeast rift zone and southwest rift zone, respectively. Our study

region is denoted by the dashed blue box (Figure 2).
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ating rates of seismicity from 0-6 km bsl along Mauna Loa’s northwest flank (NWF) have63

been suggested to reflect increased inflationary stresses and portend eruptions (Lockwood64

et al., 1987). NWF seismicity has been interpreted as delineating a failed rift zone (Baher65

et al., 2003), but the seismic structure of the region is yet to be imaged and analyzed66

in detail. Additionally, the influence of eruptions at Kı̄lauea on eruptive potential at Mauna67

Loa is ambiguous; while some studies have identified anticorrelated patterns of activity68

between the two volcanoes (Klein, 1982; Przeor et al., 2022), others have identified cor-69

related short-term variations of magma supply to Kı̄lauea and Mauna Loa (Poland et70

al., 2012; Burgess & Roman, 2021), potentially related to shared components of the vol-71

canoes’ magma supply systems (Wright & Klein, 2006; Wilding et al., 2023).72

The internal structure of Mauna Loa’s rift zones is also not well characterized. Struc-73

tural heterogeneity in ocean island volcano rift zones may exert a first-order control on74

the downrift propagation of magma (Patrick et al., 2020; Varugu & Amelung, 2021; Woods75

et al., 2019); thus, a detailed understanding of rift zone structure may be important for76

forecasting the eventual location and timing of eruptions. Additionally, eruptions at Mauna77

Loa may begin within the caldera or along either of the southwest (SWRZ) or northeast78

(NERZ) rift zones, but the factors controlling the initial site of an eruption are not well79

understood. This question is significant, as lava flows that erupt from the SWRZ are ca-80

pable of reaching populated coastal areas in as little as 3.5 hours (Gregg et al., 2004).81

Inflation of the summit magma system and large earthquakes along the décollement be-82

neath the volcano’s eastern flank at 7-10 km bsl may clamp or unclamp segments of the83

rift zones, influencing the relative favorability of intrusions at different sites, but it re-84

mains to be shown if detectable stress changes influenced the location of the 2022 NERZ85

eruption (Walter & Amelung, 2006; Amelung et al., 2007).86

In November 2022, Mauna Loa erupted from both the NERZ and caldera follow-87

ing several years of inflation (Maher et al., 2023; Thelen et al., 2017). This eruption was88

recorded by 11 near-summit seismic stations on the Mauna Loa edifice and represents89

an opportunity to investigate the questions outlined previously. The eruption was also90

the first from Mauna Loa in 38 years; the possibility of renewed eruptive activity high-91

lights the importance of improving our understanding of Mauna Loa’s seismic activity.92

In this study, our contributions are as follows. To characterize patterns of pre- and93

co-eruptive behavior at Mauna Loa, we build a new seismicity catalog for Mauna Loa94

with deep learning algorithms for the period January 2011 to March 2023 (Figure 2). Us-95

ing this catalog, we image high-resolution structures within and surrounding the Mauna96

Loa summit and detail the seismic behavior of the volcano in the decade prior to its 202297

eruption. We identify complex sub-kilometer-scale structure in the SWRZ. We show that98

the rates of earthquakes in the NWF can be predicted from the stressing rate history from99

magmatic inflation beneath the summit. Furthermore, we observe a mid-2019 increase100

in slip along the Ka‘oiki décollement that may have altered the stress state of the sum-101

mit region and promoted the 2022 NERZ intrusion and eruption.102

2 Methods103

2.1 Seismicity catalog construction104

To construct our catalog, we download continuous data for the period January 2011105

– March 2023 from 11 seismic stations on Mauna Loa operated by the Hawaiian Volcano106

Observatory (HVO) (Figure S1). We build a dataset of 3.6 million P and 3.3 million S107

arrivals from these data using the automated phase picking algorithm PhaseNet (Zhu108

& Beroza, 2019). We then associate these picks into 571,048 events using the GaMMA109

algorithm (Zhu et al., 2022), requiring a minimum of 8 picks per event, and calculate ap-110

proximate magnitudes using the rapid response magnitude algorithm of Picozzi et al. (2018).111

–4–
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Figure 2. Overview of the Mauna Loa summit region with relocated seismicity from our

catalog. The northwest flank region (NWF) and Ka‘oiki region are boxed in blue. The caldera,

northeast rift zone (NERZ), and southwest rift zone (SWRZ) are within the A-A’ profile, plotted

in greater detail in Figure 3a.

–5–
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We determine earthquake locations using the HypoSVI algorithm, a variational in-112

ference technique for determining hypocenter posterior distributions (Smith et al., 2022).113

This method was previously applied successfully to a catalog for Hawai‘i for the period114

2019-2022 (Wilding et al., 2023). First, we determine a set of initial locations using a115

1D velocity model extracted from the 3D tomographic model of Lin et al. (2014). Be-116

cause our focus is on Mauna Loa, we discard events outside of [-155.75°W, -155.35°W]117

and [19.28°N, 19.62°N]. We also discard events with depths greater than 3 km above sea118

level, as well as events deeper than 20 km below sea level, for which the network aper-119

ture is insufficient to constrain accurate depths. Then, we use an iterative process to im-120

prove the locations progressively. We calculate the median absolute deviation (MAD)121

of all remaining travel-time residuals (MAD = 0.13 s) and discard outlier picks with ab-122

solute travel-time residuals greater than 3 · MAD. We then discard events with fewer123

than 8 picks after this filtering step. Our use of a small subset of the HVO seismic net-124

work introduces the possibility of mislocating seismicity from out-of-network regions, es-125

pecially Kı̄lauea and Mauna Kea (Figure 1), which were both quite seismically active dur-126

ing our study period (Wech et al., 2020; Wilding et al., 2023). To identify mislocated127

events, we associate events in our catalog with their counterparts in the HVO and Wilding128

et al. (2023) catalogs. We identify 3,866 events which have been mislocated and discard129

these events. Finally, we search our catalog for pairs of events occurring within 10 s of130

one another, which may represent single events which have erroneously been split into131

multiple detections by the GaMMA algorithm; we find and discard 1,194 such events.132

Following these steps, we iteratively update our locations using source-specific sta-133

tion terms (SSSTs) to correct for unmodeled 3D velocity structure (Richards-Dinger &134

Shearer, 2000). We use k-nearest neighbor clustering to calculate SSSTs for each event135

using the median of travel-time residuals of the nearest k earthquakes. We test multi-136

ple values of k between 500 and 10,000 and observe that earthquake locations improve137

with increasing k up to k = 5000, and show minimal improvement for k > 5000 (Fig-138

ure S2); for our final locations, we set k = 5000. Travel-time residuals cease to decrease139

appreciably after 10 iterations of the SSST procedure (Figure S3), at which point we halt140

the procedure and extract locations for the 131,890 events remaining in our catalog. We141

then perform waveform-based relative relocation using GrowClust (Trugman & Shearer,142

2017) and successfully relocate 91,770 events (Figure 2).143

2.2 GNSS data processing and deformation extraction144

Transient stress changes induced by deformation of the near-summit magma sys-145

tem can influence rates of seismicity at Mauna Loa and other volcanoes (Varugu & Amelung,146

2021; Wauthier et al., 2019). To complement our analysis of the seismicity catalog, we147

retrieve GNSS data to characterize deformation sources occurring during our study pe-148

riod. We download GPS data from 26 Mauna Loa-adjacent stations from the Nevada149

Geodetic Laboratory spanning 2011-2022 (Blewitt et al., 2018). We correct for long-term150

plate motion by fitting a linear function to the position timeseries of the Mauna Kea sta-151

tion MKEA and subtracting the linear function from the Mauna Loa position data, fol-152

lowing the processing methodology of Varugu and Amelung (2021). Using the software153

package DISSTANS, we estimate and remove the high-frequency common mode error154

using independent component analysis (Köhne et al., 2023). We then fit the GPS time-155

series at all stations with periodic (annual and biannual) and transient components (pa-156

rameterized by degree-2 spline functions). Splines and periodic functions are fit to each157

station’s timeseries using L1-regularized least squares to promote sparsity. The fits to158

the GPS data are further regularized with a spatial L0 penalty that promotes similar,159

sparse spline coefficients for neighboring GPS stations (Köhne et al., 2023). Finally, we160

remove the periodic signal components from each station and retain the transient com-161

ponents for analysis.162

–6–
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Figure 3. (a) Detailed view of profile A-A’ from Fig. 2. The NERZ and SWRZ extending

from the Mauna Loa caldera are labeled; the boxed region around the SWRZ (profile B-B’) is

plotted in greater detail in Fig. 3. Black lines are mapped fissure traces (Wolfe (compiler) &

Morris, 1996; Sherrod et al., 2021); seismicity is plotted in red for visibility. The B-B’ box en-

closed by the dashed blue line is plotted in greater detail in Fig. 3. The blue arrow denotes the

thin lineament of NERZ seismicity accompanying the 2022 eruption. (b) Depth view of seismicity

along the A-A’ profile. (c) Seismicity along the A-A’ profile through time. The red line represents

cumulative seismicity from the beginning of our catalog.

3 Results163

3.1 Mauna Loa caldera and rift zone structure164

Our catalog reveals extensive seismicity hosted on discrete structures throughout165

the caldera and SWRZ (Figure 3). Within the caldera, most seismicity occurs along the166

southwest bounding fault, with additional earthquakes occurring in the center of the caldera167

and along the southeast boundary. We also identify seismicity to the east of the caldera168

that may reflect deformation along an outer ring fault structure. Seismicity in the SWRZ169

is confined to a limited vertical extent (∼ 2 km), similar to earthquakes observed at Kı̄lauea’s170

rift zones (Gillard et al., 1996). We identify complicated seismogenic structures in the171

SWRZ at kilometer to sub-kilometer scales (Figure 4). The southernmost 1.5 km of the172

rift zone (between 0.5 and 2 km along the B-B’ profile) is bifurcated into two laterally173

subparallel strands of seismicity. We also observe a curved, hook-like structure between174

3 and 4 km along the A-A’ profile that is similar in morphology to normal fault struc-175

tures mapped in mature rift zones (Childs et al., 1995). Smaller curvilinear structures176

may also be present between 4-6 km along the A-A’ profile, suggesting a high degree of177

structural maturity.178

The temporal history of seismicity in the caldera and SWRZ over the 2011-2023179

period (Figure 3c) is characterized by alternating periods of activity and relative qui-180

escence. During these active periods, seismicity occurs throughout the entire caldera and181

SWRZ; we find no evidence for seismicity migration up- or down-rift during these episodes.182

Notably, we identify a region to the immediate southeast of the caldera (Figure S4) that183

is almost completely quiescent in our catalog until approximately 2 months prior to the184

–7–
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Figure 4. (a) Detailed view of seismicity in the SWRZ. Individual features referred to in the

text are labeled for clarity. Subparallel strands are visible between 0.5 and 2 km along the B-B’

profile. The seismicity also defines curvilinear, hook-like structures between 3 and 6 km along the

B-B’ profile. (b) Density plot of seismicity to emphasize the labeled structures.

2022 eruption, at which point it produces hundreds of earthquakes. This temporal pat-185

tern suggests that previously quiescent components of the ring fault system activated186

shortly before the eruption. The NERZ is quiescent in our catalog until the eruption,187

at which point a burst of seismicity occurs along an elongated, linear feature aligned with188

the trend of the NERZ fissures (denoted by a red arrow in Figure 3a). Following the ac-189

tivity associated with the November 2022 eruption, the caldera and rift zones revert to190

seismic quiescence.191

Beneath the summit and rift zones, the vast majority of seismicity locates above192

1 km bsl and there is a lack of coherent structure to the seismicity at greater depths (Fig-193

ure S5). These observations are consistent with other seismicity catalogs of Mauna Loa194

(Matoza et al., 2021; USGS Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO), 1956). The lack of195

seismicity at mid-to-lower crustal depths beneath the Mauna Loa magmatic system stands196

in marked contrast to Kı̄lauea, where sub-caldera long-period earthquakes extending to197

15 km depth are consistently identified in seismic catalogs (Matoza et al., 2021; Wild-198

ing et al., 2023).199

3.2 Deformational structures200

East of the summit, seismicity in the Ka‘oiki seismic zone occurs primarily along201

a nearly flat basal décollement at depths of 8-10 km (Figure 5) (Wyss et al., 1992). Ap-202

proaching the north, faulting becomes listric, as suggested by Walter and Amelung (2006).203

Our catalog delineates NE-striking faults that were also resolved in the catalog of Matoza204

et al. (2021). Previous focal mechanism studies in this region suggest that the NE-striking205

faults are right-lateral strike-slip faults that, along with the décollement, accommodate206

deformation from volcanic loading and flank instability (Walter & Amelung, 2004; Bryan207

& Johnson, 1991; Wyss et al., 1992). In July 2019, we observe a step increase in the Ka‘oiki208

seismicity rate that is unlikely to be related to instrumental effects. The seismic network209

configuration on Mauna Loa is largely stabilized by August 2013. The seismicity rate210

–8–
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Figure 5. (a) Map view of seismicity in the Ka‘oiki region boxed in Figure 2. (b) Depth view

of seismicity in the Ka‘oiki region. (c) Seismicity in the Ka‘oiki region through time. The red

line represents cumulative seismicity from the beginning of our catalog. The vertical blue line is 1

July 2019. The dashed lines are plotted to emphasize the increase in seismicity rate beginning in

roughly July 2019.

in Ka‘oiki is roughly linear between August 2013 and July 2019 at a rate of 3.26 events/day;211

after July 2019, the seismicity rate suddenly increases to 5.59 events/day (Figure 5c).212

Seismicity in the NWF occurs along a collection of discrete lineaments, or streaks,213

that are oriented roughly radially with respect to the Mauna Loa summit (Figure 6a).214

The streaks are confined to a 4 km by 6 km semi-planar surface dipping to the north-215

northeast at approximately 32°. The depth of seismicity within these streaks (2-6 km)216

is shallower than the depth of the décollement beneath Mauna Loa’s west flank (8-10 km)217

(Wyss et al., 1992), indicating that these earthquakes are likely not hosted on the décollement.218

In contrast to Ka‘oiki, the seismicity rate in the NWF is highly nonstationary, with in-219

dividual streaks hosting discrete bursts of activity that persist for weeks to months (Fig-220

ure 6c). Additionally, the temporal patterns of seismicity in the northern half of the NWF221

differ significantly from the temporal patterns in the southern half; to illustrate this dif-222

ference, we subdivide NWF seismicity into “northern” and “southern” regions separated223

at 19.48°N and examine their seismicity rates separately (Figure 7b). The NWF is es-224

sentially quiescent before June 2014, generating 86 earthquakes/year on average. The225

rate of NWF earthquakes increases to 1,261 earthquakes/year between June 2014 and226

October 2018; during this period, seismicity is mostly confined to the south. In Octo-227

ber 2018, the seismicity rate in the northern NWF rapidly increases, and seismic pro-228

ductivity remains high until the 2022 eruption. Between October 2018 and December229

2022, the NWF produces an average of 4,865 earthquakes/year; following the eruption,230

the NWF reverts to quiescence.231

During our study period, the subcaldera magmatic system at Mauna Loa evinced232

nonstationary rates of magma accumulation and changes in magma chamber geometry233

(Varugu & Amelung, 2021). In particular, Varugu and Amelung (2021) inverted GPS234

and InSAR data from 2014-2020 for deformation source models, identifying evolving magma235

chamber geometries and potencies. To identify potential relationships between summit236

inflation and NWF seismicity, we compare GPS data to the seismicity rate history in the237

NWF. We observe that changes in the NWF seismicity rate correspond in time with tran-238

sient deformation episodes recorded on the NWF-adjacent GPS stations ALEP, TOUO,239

and PHAN. For each of these stations, we calculate the direction of maximum horizon-240

tal deformation between 2011 and 2022 from the transient components of motion extracted241

–9–
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Figure 6. (a) Map view of the seismicity of the NWF region (boxed in Fig. 1). Seismicity is

colored by time to emphasize the burst-like activity within each streak. The dashed blue line is

the line of latitude at 19.48°N that separates southern and northern NWF seismicity. (b) Depth

view of seismicity of the NWF region, colored by time. (c) Seismicity in the NWF region through

time. The color scale is the same used in (a) and (b). The red line represents cumulative seismic-

ity in the NWF. The dashed blue line corresponds to 19.48°N.

Figure 7. (a) Direction and magnitude of maximum horizontal displacement over the 2011-

2022 period for NWF-adjacent GPS stations ALEP, TOUO, and PHAN. The NWF region is

boxed with a dashed line; the dashed blue line is 19.48°N. (b) Cumulative seismicity south (blue)

and north (orange) of 19.48°N in the NWF region. The seismicity rate in the NWF undergoes

distinct increases beginning in June 2014 and October 2018. (c) Timeseries of horizontal displace-

ment in the direction of maximum displacement for GPS stations ALEP, TOUO, and PHAN.

Black dots represent residuals for each station calculated by the DISSTANS fitting algorithm.

The seismicity rate increases illustrated in (b) correspond to increases in horizontal velocity for

all three stations.

–10–
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by DISSTANS. The maximum horizontal deformation directions and the position time-242

series projected along the maximum deformation direction are plotted for these three sta-243

tions in Figure 7ac. While deformation is minimal before 2014, a deformation transient244

beginning in June 2014 coincides with the onset of a gradual increase in NWF seismic-245

ity. Between 2014 and 2017, most seismicity in the NWF is restricted to the southern246

NWF. After 2017, we observe a slowing in the rate of deformation and a return to seis-247

mic quiescence, although GPS velocities remain elevated relative to 2012-2014. In Oc-248

tober 2018, we observe a sudden increase in horizontal velocity at all three GPS stations.249

This increase is coincident with renewed seismic activity in the NWF, including a sud-250

den increase in seismicity in the northern NWF. After October 2018, deformation and251

seismicity in the NWF continue until the 2022 eruption. The deformation transients we252

observe here are broadly consistent with those reported by Varugu and Amelung (2021),253

who identify three distinct phases of summit deformation spanning 2014-2015, 2015-2018,254

and 2018-2020, respectively. These correspondences indicate a possible relationship be-255

tween summit deformation and NWF seismicity.256

To assess whether summit deformation is capable of driving the NWF seismicity257

through static stress transfer (King et al., 1994), we perform Coulomb stress (∆CS) mod-258

eling. We determine a receiver plane in the NWF by fitting a plane to the seismicity (Fig-259

ure 8a). We calculate Coulomb stress on the receiver plane induced by the time-varying260

dike inflation and Mogi source solutions obtained by Varugu and Amelung (2021) for the261

Mauna Loa summit. For simplicity, we assume a westward rake along the entire receiver262

plane, consistent with previous focal mechanisms determined for the region (Bryan &263

Johnson, 1991; Gillard et al., 1992). Varugu and Amelung (2021) invert for three sta-264

tionary models spanning the periods January 2014 to August 2015, August 2015 to April265

2018, and April 2018 to May 2020, respectively; to calculate Coulomb stress after the266

end of their study period, we extend the geometry and seismic potency of their 2018-267

2020 sources to December 2022. We calculate stress using the formulation of Okada (1992)268

for half-space deformation. Following Varugu and Amelung (2021), we assume a Pois-269

son’s ratio of 0.25 and a shear modulus of 16 GPa. We assume a value of 0.35 for the270

effective shear modulus µ′; we test several values of µ′ between 0.2 and 0.4 and found271

that our results are not qualitatively sensitive to µ′ within this range (Figure S6).272

The results of the Coulomb stress calculations are plotted in Figure 8b-d. The Coulomb273

stress is slightly negative on the receiver plane during 2014-2015, with a median stress-274

ing rate of -0.008 MPa/yr, consistent with seismic quiescence in the NWF. During 2015-275

2018, the Coulomb stressing rate shifts to positive across the receiver plane with a me-276

dian value of 0.027 MPa/yr, coincident with an increase in NWF seismicity. The region277

of maximum stressing rate in this period (∼0.17 MPa/yr) is proximal to the concentrated278

seismicity south of 19.48°. The rate of Coulomb stress remains positive over 2018-2022,279

during which time we also observe a northward shift in the region of maximum stress-280

ing and a sustained increase in NWF seismicity north of 19.48°. Although these source281

models lack fine spatiotemporal resolution, the qualitative correspondences between Coulomb282

stress and patterns of seismicity suggest that the rate of NWF seismicity is strongly tied283

to stress changes from inflation of Mauna Loa’s shallow magma system.284

To investigate whether the rate of seismicity in the NWF can be modeled as a func-285

tion of Coulomb stress time history, we employ the model of J. Dieterich (1994), which286

relates stress history to cumulative seismicity in a rate-and-state friction framework. The287

model can be written as (Heimisson & Segall, 2018)288

N

r
= talog(

1

ta

∫ t

0

K(t′)dt′ + 1) (1)

where ta is a characteristic aftershock decay time, N is the cumulative number of earth-289

quakes through time t, and r is the background rate of seismicity. K is an integral ker-290

nel which, under the assumption that changes in normal stress are small relative to the291
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Figure 8. (a) Depth of the receiver plane fitted to NWF seismicity. (b-d) Coulomb stressing

rates on the NWF receiver plane assuming a westward rake and the geometries and potencies

of Varugu and Amelung (2021). In each plot, seismicity occurring during the time range of the

model is plotted. The red dots and lines represent the locations of an imposed Mogi source and

opening plane during each discrete time period. The gold star is the median location of all seis-

micity in the NWF; the Coulomb stress timeseries plotted in Figure 9 is measured at this point.
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Figure 9. (a) Coulomb stress history for the point marked by a gold star in Figure 8. The

dashed segment from January 2014 to August 2015, during which the Coulomb stressing rates is

negative, is not included in the input to the seismicity rate modeling. (b) Observed (orange) and

modeled (blue) seismicity history in the NWF.

background normal stress, can be formulated in terms of Coulomb stress change (Heimisson292

& Segall, 2018; Sirorattanakul et al., 2022):293

K(t) = exp(∆CS(t) · Sinf

Aσ
) (2)

where ∆CS is the Coulomb stress change history normalized from 0 at t = 0 to 1 at294

the end of the stress time series tinf , A is a fault constitutive parameter, σ is normal stress,295

and Sinf is the Coulomb stress at the end of the stress timeseries. We define ∆CS as the296

Coulomb stress history at the centroid of NWF seismicity spanning August 2015, when297

the stressing rate becomes positive, to December 2022.298

To define N , we subset NWF seismicity, identify a magnitude of completeness of299

0.25 (Figure S7), and remove events below magnitude 0.25. The magnitude-filtered cat-300

alog of NWF seismicity includes several discrete swarms of activity that take place on301

the order of days to weeks, far below the temporal resolution of the deformation source302

models of Varugu and Amelung (2021). In order to avoid potential biases to the fitting303

procedure caused by these short-term clusters, we perform nearest-neighbor-based declus-304

tering of the catalog using the method of Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013) (Figure S8), us-305

ing an estimated b-value of 1.22 (Figure S7). We then calculate N using the declustered306

catalog. We define r as the average seismicity rate of the declustered catalog between307

August 2013 (at which point the seismic network geometry is mostly stable) and August308

2015 (78.6 events/yr).309

Our model assumes that σ is constant throughout the NWF, although, because of310

the dip of the receiver plane, the true value of σ likely varies with depth. Under these311

simplifying assumptions, the model relating stress history to N only consists of two pa-312

rameters, Aσ and ta. We perform a grid search to identify best-fitting values and achieve313

a good fit with Aσ = 63.6 kPa and ta = 12.4 yr (Figure 9). The quality of the fit, de-314

spite the simplifying assumptions involved, suggests that NWF seismicity can be related315

to stressing caused by summit deformation using a simple rate-and-state triggering model.316
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4 Discussion317

4.1 Rift zone structure318

The precise earthquake locations that we obtain in our catalog allow us to image319

the internal structures of Mauna Loa’s SWRZ. Seismic structure in the SWRZ is char-320

acterized by geometric complexity, with a curvilinear, hook-like structure and subpar-321

allel strands of seismicity distributed over an area roughly 500 m in the rift-perpendicular322

direction (Figure 4). These features are consistent with continuing lateral growth of the323

rift zone as it evolves (J. H. Dieterich, 1988). Similar hook structures are routinely iden-324

tified in developing normal fault systems (Gudmundsson et al., 1993; Childs et al., 1995),325

including within volcanic rift zones in Iceland (Acocella et al., 2000), where they are in-326

terpreted to arise from the interaction of developing extensional fractures. In these sys-327

tems, growing normal faults evolve from an “underlapping” stage, where the faults are328

separated in the rift-parallel direction, to an “overlapping” state, where the faults over-329

lap in the rift-perpendicular direction (Acocella et al., 2000). The hook structure we im-330

age overlaps significantly with another strand of seismicity, suggesting that a mature fault331

system has developed to accommodate lateral growth of the SWRZ.332

Segmented, parallel tracks of seismicity, similar to those we observe in the SWRZ,333

have been documented along the path of a dike intrusion in Bardarbunga, where they334

were interpreted as parallel magma paths during dike propagation (Woods et al., 2019).335

Woods et al. (2019) suggested that the parallel segmentation may have reflected a com-336

plicated spatiotemporal pattern of dike propagation, where magma initially moved through337

one path and stalled for approximately one day before breaching the other, parallel path,338

where it ultimately erupted from the surface. If the parallel strands in the SWRZ are339

interpreted as two possible magma pathways, downrift dike propagation in the SWRZ340

may likewise be complicated by structural factors. Structural barriers to dike propaga-341

tion have previously been suggested in the SWRZ (Varugu & Amelung, 2021). Our re-342

sults highlight the possibility that structural complexity in the SWRZ may influence down-343

rift magma propagation and the location and timing of rift eruptions; understanding the344

behavior of magma within the rift zone may thus be important to inform short-term haz-345

ard forecast models.346

4.2 NWF seismicity347

Our stress modeling indicates that the seismicity rates of the streaks within Mauna348

Loa’s NWF are highly sensitive to stressing caused by summit deformation. Similarly,349

seismicity rates have been shown to be sensitive to transient stress perturbations on Kı̄lauea’s350

south flank (J. Dieterich et al., 2000; Segall et al., 2006) and upper east rift zone (Wauthier351

et al., 2019). This sensitivity raises the possibility that patterns of seismicity in the NWF352

can be used as an indicator of unrest in the Mauna Loa magma system, as has been sug-353

gested previously (Lockwood et al., 1987). Seismic monitoring of this feature may also354

be able to provide insight into changes in the state of stress in the Mauna Loa edifice,355

potentially improving the spatiotemporal resolution of deformation models.356

Seismicity within Kı̄lauea’s upper east rift zone is thought to concentrate into lin-357

eaments along a stress concentration where a vertically-dipping strike-slip fault within358

the rift contacts an underlying high-temperature cumulate body (Gillard et al., 1996);359

in this model, seismicity occurs along the stress concentration at the narrow contact be-360

tween the brittle overlying rock and the relatively weaker cumulates. Similar streaks of361

seismicity are observed along the brittle-ductile transition in California (Rubin et al.,362

1999); in spatially distributed fault systems, such streaks have also been observed to oc-363

cur in parallel (Shearer, 2002). We propose that the seismicity lineaments within the NWF364

are manifestations of a similar deformation process along a planar contact between an365

overlying brittle layer and an underlying cumulate-bearing layer. In the absence of a well-366

defined rift zone in the NWF, active lineaments are laterally distributed along this pla-367
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nar contact rather than concentrating along a single lineament. Previous gravity stud-368

ies have not resolved the existence of high-density, cumulate-like material beneath Mauna369

Loa’s NWF (Denlinger & Flinders, 2022; Kauahikaua et al., 2000), suggesting that cu-370

mulate material in the NWF may be tightly distributed preferentially along the seismic-371

ity lineaments. These structures could conceivably serve to supply magma to the dis-372

tributed network of radially oriented eruptive fissures on the surface of the NWF (Fig-373

ure 1) (Riker et al., 2009). The lack of a proper rift zone along the NWF has been in-374

terpreted to result from buttressing of the NWF by Hualalai and Mauna Kea (Baher et375

al., 2003); this buttressing might be responsible for our proposed laterally distributed376

deformation.377

Our proposed model for the NWF seismicity may also be relevant for the Nāmakani378

Seismic Zone on the northwest flank of Kı̄lauea. Early earthquake locations in Nāmakani379

were interpreted as forming a normal fault dipping southeast (P. Okubo & Nakata, 2003).380

More recent catalogs, however, have identified streaks of seismicity distributed across a381

plane that dips away from the Kı̄lauea summit (Matoza et al., 2021; Wilding et al., 2023),382

in a similar orientation to the NWF. Increased seismicity has also been reported in Nāmakani383

in the weeks prior to rift zone and summit intrusions (P. Okubo & Nakata, 2003). Kı̄lauea’s384

northwest flank is buttressed by Mauna Loa’s edifice and NERZ in a similar manner to385

Mauna Loa’s NWF, and is underlain by high-density (Denlinger & Flinders, 2022) and386

electrically resistive (Hoversten et al., 2022) material. These properties hint that the Nāmakani387

Seismic Zone could represent another instance of laterally distributed deformation at a388

planar contact with a ductile cumulate layer that may be sensitive to inflation of the sub-389

caldera magmatic system.390

4.3 Rift zone eruptive favorability391

Our catalog documents a decade of seismicity and deformation within the Mauna392

Loa edifice prior to its 2022 eruption. We suggest that the deformation we observe might393

have contributed to a stress state that promoted the eventual intrusion into the NERZ.394

Following eight years of steady activity along the basal décollement and strike-slip faults395

of the Ka‘oiki region, we identify a significant increase in the seismicity rate after July396

2019 (Figure 5c). Coulomb stress modeling indicates that both slumping of the Mauna397

Loa pile along the Ka‘oiki décollement and right-lateral motion along the northern strike-398

slip faults can reduce normal stresses in the upper NERZ (Walter & Amelung, 2006).399

Accelerated slip along Ka‘oiki’s décollement and northern strike-slip faults might have400

contributed to increased unclamping of the intruded segment of the NERZ in the three401

years before Mauna Loa’s 2022 eruption, promoting conditions for an eventual NERZ402

intrusion and eruption.403

The increase in seismicity rate in Ka‘oiki, which started just a few months after404

the 2018 Kı̄lauea caldera collapse sequence, may reflect accelerated slip precipitated by405

stress transfer from Kı̄lauea. A previous catalog identified a large swarm of long-period406

seismicity 30 km beneath the summit of Kı̄lauea in July 2019; concurrently, a mantle swarm407

25 km southwest of Kı̄lauea at 40 km depth beneath the village of Pāhala (Figure 1) ex-408

perienced an order-of-magnitude increase in seismicity rate (Wilding et al., 2023). These409

mantle earthquakes have been interpreted as reflecting an episode of renewed magma sup-410

ply to Kı̄lauea volcano following its 2018 caldera collapse (Wilding et al., 2023). The cor-411

respondence between increased seismicity in the mantle and at Ka‘oiki suggests that de-412

formational structures that can influence the magma system of Mauna Loa may in turn413

be influenced by stress transfer from Kı̄lauea’s magma system.414

In the decade prior to Mauna Loa’s 2022 NERZ eruption, our catalog documents415

significant, ongoing seismicity in the SWRZ and near-total quiescence in the NERZ. This416

pattern indicates that comparing the relative rates of earthquakes along each rift zone417

may not serve as a reliable indicator of the initial location of future eruptions. The re-418
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sults of our rate-and-state friction modeling, however, do suggest that seismicity may419

be able to provide insights into the evolving state of stress within the Mauna Loa ed-420

ifice. Future efforts to improve the spatiotemporal resolution of deformation source mod-421

els may provide greater insight into controls on eruption location at Mauna Loa.422

5 Conclusions423

We develop a comprehensive catalog of relocated seismicity for the Mauna Loa ed-424

ifice spanning 2011-2023 to study near-summit structures and pre- and co-eruptive pat-425

terns of earthquake behavior. Our catalog details geometrical complexity in the SWRZ426

and a decade of nonstationary seismicity in the NWF region that can be attributed to427

stressing caused by inflation of the sub-caldera magma system. We also observe an ac-428

celeration of seismicity in the Ka‘oiki seismic zone approximately three years prior to429

Mauna Loa’s 2022 NERZ eruption. The deformation evidenced by our seismic catalog430

suggests that the NERZ may have been progressively unclamped in the years before the431

eruption, creating favorable stress conditions for an eventual intrusion into the NERZ.432

Our results shine new light on the evolving stress state in the volcanic edifice and may433

be used to aid in future monitoring efforts at Mauna Loa. They also serve to improve434

our physical understanding of near-summit structures in the Mauna Loa edifice and how435

they influence, and are influenced by, changing magma storage conditions. The histor-436

ical record indicates that eruptions at Mauna Loa are clustered in time (Klein, 1982);437

our results provide additional context to aid in the interpretation of possible future un-438

rest at Mauna Loa.439
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Key Points:5

• We construct a new catalog of 91,770 relocated earthquakes at Mauna Loa vol-6

cano spanning 2011-20237

• The new catalog details a decade of nonstationary inflation-related seismicity and8

detailed structure in the caldera and rift zones9

• Our observations can provide a framework for understanding future episodes of10

pre-eruptive seismic unrest at Mauna Loa11
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Abstract12

The 2022 eruption at Mauna Loa, Hawai‘i, marked the first extrusive activity from the13

volcano after 38 years of quiescence. The eruption was preceded by several years of seis-14

mic unrest in the vicinity of the volcano’s summit. Characterizing the structure and dy-15

namics of seismogenic features within Mauna Loa during this pre-eruptive interval may16

provide insights into how pre- and co-eruptive processes manifest seismically at the vol-17

cano. In particular, the extent to which seismicity may be used to forecast the location18

and timing of future eruptions is unclear. To address these questions, we construct a cat-19

alog of relocated seismicity on Mauna Loa spanning 2011-2023. Our earthquake loca-20

tions image complex, sub-kilometer-scale seismogenic structures in the caldera and south-21

west rift zone. We additionally identify a set of streaks of seismicity in the volcano’s north-22

west flank that are radially oriented about the summit. Using a rate-and-state friction23

model for earthquake occurrences, we demonstrate that the seismicity rate in this region24

can be modeled as a function of the stressing history caused by magma accumulation25

beneath the summit. Finally, we observe a mid-2019 step change in the seismicity rate26

in the Ka‘oiki region that may have altered the stress state of the northeast rift zone in27

the three years before the eruption. Our observations provide a framework for interpret-28

ing future seismic unrest at Mauna Loa.29

1 Introduction30

Monitoring of seismic unrest at active volcanoes can help to identify periods of el-31

evated eruptive risk, in particular through detection of subsurface magma accumulation.32

Pre-eruptive patterns of seismicity, however, can differ between volcanoes and across in-33

dividual eruptions, such that near-term forecasting often benefits from detailed knowl-34

edge of a volcano’s internal structure and dynamics (Pesicek et al., 2021, 2018). In 2022,35

Mauna Loa volcano (Figure 1) erupted for the first time since 1984, following years of36

elevated seismicity and deformation in the near-summit region (Thelen et al., 2017; Ma-37

her et al., 2023). In the context of global volcanology, pre-eruptive patterns of behav-38

ior at Mauna Loa are comparatively well understood, which has allowed for some degree39

of advance warning for its most recent three eruptions (1975, 1984, 2022) (Decker et al.,40

1995; Maher et al., 2023). However, our understanding of how seismic unrest at Mauna41

Loa relates to summit inflation and magma dynamics continues to lag behind compa-42

rable efforts at its neighboring volcano, Kı̄lauea (Figure 1).43

This gap in understanding can be attributed (at least in part) to Mauna Loa’s qui-44

escence in recent decades (P. G. Okubo, 1995). Mauna Loa was eruptively quiescent be-45

tween its 1984 and 2022 eruptions, although there was evidence of magma accumulation46

beneath the summit of Mauna Loa during this period (Burgess & Roman, 2021; Poland47

et al., 2012). During the same period of time, Kı̄lauea was erupting nearly continuously;48

this eruptive activity, combined with the development of techniques that can process large49

amounts of digital data from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO) seismic network,50

has led to rapid progress in our understanding of Kı̄lauea’s caldera and rift zone struc-51

ture (Shelly & Thelen, 2019; Matoza et al., 2021), subcaldera magma storage (Matoza52

et al., 2014; Crozier & Karlstrom, 2021), pre-eruptive stress changes (Liu et al., 2022),53

and dike intrusion processes (Lengliné et al., 2021). Largely due to its eruptive quies-54

cence in the digital recording era, analogous structures and processes at Mauna Loa have55

proven difficult to characterize.56

One important set of open questions pertains to the role and significance of pre-57

eruptive seismicity around the volcano. While earthquake rates generally increase prior58

to eruptions (Lengliné et al., 2008; Decker et al., 1995), the span of time between the on-59

set of seismicity and the eventual eruption is variable; the 1984 eruption, for instance,60

was preceded by approximately 6 years of accelerating seismicity rates, whereas the 197561

eruption was preceded by only 1 year of seismic unrest (P. G. Okubo, 1995). Acceler-62
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Figure 1. Map view of the island of Hawai‘i. White lines are mapped fissure locations and

black lines are mapped fault traces (Wolfe (compiler) & Morris, 1996; Sherrod et al., 2021).

Mauna Loa, Kı̄lauea, and Mauna Kea volcanoes are denoted by white triangles. NERZ and

SWRZ denote Mauna Loa’s northeast rift zone and southwest rift zone, respectively. Our study

region is denoted by the dashed blue box (Figure 2).
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ating rates of seismicity from 0-6 km bsl along Mauna Loa’s northwest flank (NWF) have63

been suggested to reflect increased inflationary stresses and portend eruptions (Lockwood64

et al., 1987). NWF seismicity has been interpreted as delineating a failed rift zone (Baher65

et al., 2003), but the seismic structure of the region is yet to be imaged and analyzed66

in detail. Additionally, the influence of eruptions at Kı̄lauea on eruptive potential at Mauna67

Loa is ambiguous; while some studies have identified anticorrelated patterns of activity68

between the two volcanoes (Klein, 1982; Przeor et al., 2022), others have identified cor-69

related short-term variations of magma supply to Kı̄lauea and Mauna Loa (Poland et70

al., 2012; Burgess & Roman, 2021), potentially related to shared components of the vol-71

canoes’ magma supply systems (Wright & Klein, 2006; Wilding et al., 2023).72

The internal structure of Mauna Loa’s rift zones is also not well characterized. Struc-73

tural heterogeneity in ocean island volcano rift zones may exert a first-order control on74

the downrift propagation of magma (Patrick et al., 2020; Varugu & Amelung, 2021; Woods75

et al., 2019); thus, a detailed understanding of rift zone structure may be important for76

forecasting the eventual location and timing of eruptions. Additionally, eruptions at Mauna77

Loa may begin within the caldera or along either of the southwest (SWRZ) or northeast78

(NERZ) rift zones, but the factors controlling the initial site of an eruption are not well79

understood. This question is significant, as lava flows that erupt from the SWRZ are ca-80

pable of reaching populated coastal areas in as little as 3.5 hours (Gregg et al., 2004).81

Inflation of the summit magma system and large earthquakes along the décollement be-82

neath the volcano’s eastern flank at 7-10 km bsl may clamp or unclamp segments of the83

rift zones, influencing the relative favorability of intrusions at different sites, but it re-84

mains to be shown if detectable stress changes influenced the location of the 2022 NERZ85

eruption (Walter & Amelung, 2006; Amelung et al., 2007).86

In November 2022, Mauna Loa erupted from both the NERZ and caldera follow-87

ing several years of inflation (Maher et al., 2023; Thelen et al., 2017). This eruption was88

recorded by 11 near-summit seismic stations on the Mauna Loa edifice and represents89

an opportunity to investigate the questions outlined previously. The eruption was also90

the first from Mauna Loa in 38 years; the possibility of renewed eruptive activity high-91

lights the importance of improving our understanding of Mauna Loa’s seismic activity.92

In this study, our contributions are as follows. To characterize patterns of pre- and93

co-eruptive behavior at Mauna Loa, we build a new seismicity catalog for Mauna Loa94

with deep learning algorithms for the period January 2011 to March 2023 (Figure 2). Us-95

ing this catalog, we image high-resolution structures within and surrounding the Mauna96

Loa summit and detail the seismic behavior of the volcano in the decade prior to its 202297

eruption. We identify complex sub-kilometer-scale structure in the SWRZ. We show that98

the rates of earthquakes in the NWF can be predicted from the stressing rate history from99

magmatic inflation beneath the summit. Furthermore, we observe a mid-2019 increase100

in slip along the Ka‘oiki décollement that may have altered the stress state of the sum-101

mit region and promoted the 2022 NERZ intrusion and eruption.102

2 Methods103

2.1 Seismicity catalog construction104

To construct our catalog, we download continuous data for the period January 2011105

– March 2023 from 11 seismic stations on Mauna Loa operated by the Hawaiian Volcano106

Observatory (HVO) (Figure S1). We build a dataset of 3.6 million P and 3.3 million S107

arrivals from these data using the automated phase picking algorithm PhaseNet (Zhu108

& Beroza, 2019). We then associate these picks into 571,048 events using the GaMMA109

algorithm (Zhu et al., 2022), requiring a minimum of 8 picks per event, and calculate ap-110

proximate magnitudes using the rapid response magnitude algorithm of Picozzi et al. (2018).111
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Figure 2. Overview of the Mauna Loa summit region with relocated seismicity from our

catalog. The northwest flank region (NWF) and Ka‘oiki region are boxed in blue. The caldera,

northeast rift zone (NERZ), and southwest rift zone (SWRZ) are within the A-A’ profile, plotted

in greater detail in Figure 3a.
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We determine earthquake locations using the HypoSVI algorithm, a variational in-112

ference technique for determining hypocenter posterior distributions (Smith et al., 2022).113

This method was previously applied successfully to a catalog for Hawai‘i for the period114

2019-2022 (Wilding et al., 2023). First, we determine a set of initial locations using a115

1D velocity model extracted from the 3D tomographic model of Lin et al. (2014). Be-116

cause our focus is on Mauna Loa, we discard events outside of [-155.75°W, -155.35°W]117

and [19.28°N, 19.62°N]. We also discard events with depths greater than 3 km above sea118

level, as well as events deeper than 20 km below sea level, for which the network aper-119

ture is insufficient to constrain accurate depths. Then, we use an iterative process to im-120

prove the locations progressively. We calculate the median absolute deviation (MAD)121

of all remaining travel-time residuals (MAD = 0.13 s) and discard outlier picks with ab-122

solute travel-time residuals greater than 3 · MAD. We then discard events with fewer123

than 8 picks after this filtering step. Our use of a small subset of the HVO seismic net-124

work introduces the possibility of mislocating seismicity from out-of-network regions, es-125

pecially Kı̄lauea and Mauna Kea (Figure 1), which were both quite seismically active dur-126

ing our study period (Wech et al., 2020; Wilding et al., 2023). To identify mislocated127

events, we associate events in our catalog with their counterparts in the HVO and Wilding128

et al. (2023) catalogs. We identify 3,866 events which have been mislocated and discard129

these events. Finally, we search our catalog for pairs of events occurring within 10 s of130

one another, which may represent single events which have erroneously been split into131

multiple detections by the GaMMA algorithm; we find and discard 1,194 such events.132

Following these steps, we iteratively update our locations using source-specific sta-133

tion terms (SSSTs) to correct for unmodeled 3D velocity structure (Richards-Dinger &134

Shearer, 2000). We use k-nearest neighbor clustering to calculate SSSTs for each event135

using the median of travel-time residuals of the nearest k earthquakes. We test multi-136

ple values of k between 500 and 10,000 and observe that earthquake locations improve137

with increasing k up to k = 5000, and show minimal improvement for k > 5000 (Fig-138

ure S2); for our final locations, we set k = 5000. Travel-time residuals cease to decrease139

appreciably after 10 iterations of the SSST procedure (Figure S3), at which point we halt140

the procedure and extract locations for the 131,890 events remaining in our catalog. We141

then perform waveform-based relative relocation using GrowClust (Trugman & Shearer,142

2017) and successfully relocate 91,770 events (Figure 2).143

2.2 GNSS data processing and deformation extraction144

Transient stress changes induced by deformation of the near-summit magma sys-145

tem can influence rates of seismicity at Mauna Loa and other volcanoes (Varugu & Amelung,146

2021; Wauthier et al., 2019). To complement our analysis of the seismicity catalog, we147

retrieve GNSS data to characterize deformation sources occurring during our study pe-148

riod. We download GPS data from 26 Mauna Loa-adjacent stations from the Nevada149

Geodetic Laboratory spanning 2011-2022 (Blewitt et al., 2018). We correct for long-term150

plate motion by fitting a linear function to the position timeseries of the Mauna Kea sta-151

tion MKEA and subtracting the linear function from the Mauna Loa position data, fol-152

lowing the processing methodology of Varugu and Amelung (2021). Using the software153

package DISSTANS, we estimate and remove the high-frequency common mode error154

using independent component analysis (Köhne et al., 2023). We then fit the GPS time-155

series at all stations with periodic (annual and biannual) and transient components (pa-156

rameterized by degree-2 spline functions). Splines and periodic functions are fit to each157

station’s timeseries using L1-regularized least squares to promote sparsity. The fits to158

the GPS data are further regularized with a spatial L0 penalty that promotes similar,159

sparse spline coefficients for neighboring GPS stations (Köhne et al., 2023). Finally, we160

remove the periodic signal components from each station and retain the transient com-161

ponents for analysis.162
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Figure 3. (a) Detailed view of profile A-A’ from Fig. 2. The NERZ and SWRZ extending

from the Mauna Loa caldera are labeled; the boxed region around the SWRZ (profile B-B’) is

plotted in greater detail in Fig. 3. Black lines are mapped fissure traces (Wolfe (compiler) &

Morris, 1996; Sherrod et al., 2021); seismicity is plotted in red for visibility. The B-B’ box en-

closed by the dashed blue line is plotted in greater detail in Fig. 3. The blue arrow denotes the

thin lineament of NERZ seismicity accompanying the 2022 eruption. (b) Depth view of seismicity

along the A-A’ profile. (c) Seismicity along the A-A’ profile through time. The red line represents

cumulative seismicity from the beginning of our catalog.

3 Results163

3.1 Mauna Loa caldera and rift zone structure164

Our catalog reveals extensive seismicity hosted on discrete structures throughout165

the caldera and SWRZ (Figure 3). Within the caldera, most seismicity occurs along the166

southwest bounding fault, with additional earthquakes occurring in the center of the caldera167

and along the southeast boundary. We also identify seismicity to the east of the caldera168

that may reflect deformation along an outer ring fault structure. Seismicity in the SWRZ169

is confined to a limited vertical extent (∼ 2 km), similar to earthquakes observed at Kı̄lauea’s170

rift zones (Gillard et al., 1996). We identify complicated seismogenic structures in the171

SWRZ at kilometer to sub-kilometer scales (Figure 4). The southernmost 1.5 km of the172

rift zone (between 0.5 and 2 km along the B-B’ profile) is bifurcated into two laterally173

subparallel strands of seismicity. We also observe a curved, hook-like structure between174

3 and 4 km along the A-A’ profile that is similar in morphology to normal fault struc-175

tures mapped in mature rift zones (Childs et al., 1995). Smaller curvilinear structures176

may also be present between 4-6 km along the A-A’ profile, suggesting a high degree of177

structural maturity.178

The temporal history of seismicity in the caldera and SWRZ over the 2011-2023179

period (Figure 3c) is characterized by alternating periods of activity and relative qui-180

escence. During these active periods, seismicity occurs throughout the entire caldera and181

SWRZ; we find no evidence for seismicity migration up- or down-rift during these episodes.182

Notably, we identify a region to the immediate southeast of the caldera (Figure S4) that183

is almost completely quiescent in our catalog until approximately 2 months prior to the184
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Figure 4. (a) Detailed view of seismicity in the SWRZ. Individual features referred to in the

text are labeled for clarity. Subparallel strands are visible between 0.5 and 2 km along the B-B’

profile. The seismicity also defines curvilinear, hook-like structures between 3 and 6 km along the

B-B’ profile. (b) Density plot of seismicity to emphasize the labeled structures.

2022 eruption, at which point it produces hundreds of earthquakes. This temporal pat-185

tern suggests that previously quiescent components of the ring fault system activated186

shortly before the eruption. The NERZ is quiescent in our catalog until the eruption,187

at which point a burst of seismicity occurs along an elongated, linear feature aligned with188

the trend of the NERZ fissures (denoted by a red arrow in Figure 3a). Following the ac-189

tivity associated with the November 2022 eruption, the caldera and rift zones revert to190

seismic quiescence.191

Beneath the summit and rift zones, the vast majority of seismicity locates above192

1 km bsl and there is a lack of coherent structure to the seismicity at greater depths (Fig-193

ure S5). These observations are consistent with other seismicity catalogs of Mauna Loa194

(Matoza et al., 2021; USGS Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO), 1956). The lack of195

seismicity at mid-to-lower crustal depths beneath the Mauna Loa magmatic system stands196

in marked contrast to Kı̄lauea, where sub-caldera long-period earthquakes extending to197

15 km depth are consistently identified in seismic catalogs (Matoza et al., 2021; Wild-198

ing et al., 2023).199

3.2 Deformational structures200

East of the summit, seismicity in the Ka‘oiki seismic zone occurs primarily along201

a nearly flat basal décollement at depths of 8-10 km (Figure 5) (Wyss et al., 1992). Ap-202

proaching the north, faulting becomes listric, as suggested by Walter and Amelung (2006).203

Our catalog delineates NE-striking faults that were also resolved in the catalog of Matoza204

et al. (2021). Previous focal mechanism studies in this region suggest that the NE-striking205

faults are right-lateral strike-slip faults that, along with the décollement, accommodate206

deformation from volcanic loading and flank instability (Walter & Amelung, 2004; Bryan207

& Johnson, 1991; Wyss et al., 1992). In July 2019, we observe a step increase in the Ka‘oiki208

seismicity rate that is unlikely to be related to instrumental effects. The seismic network209

configuration on Mauna Loa is largely stabilized by August 2013. The seismicity rate210
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Figure 5. (a) Map view of seismicity in the Ka‘oiki region boxed in Figure 2. (b) Depth view

of seismicity in the Ka‘oiki region. (c) Seismicity in the Ka‘oiki region through time. The red

line represents cumulative seismicity from the beginning of our catalog. The vertical blue line is 1

July 2019. The dashed lines are plotted to emphasize the increase in seismicity rate beginning in

roughly July 2019.

in Ka‘oiki is roughly linear between August 2013 and July 2019 at a rate of 3.26 events/day;211

after July 2019, the seismicity rate suddenly increases to 5.59 events/day (Figure 5c).212

Seismicity in the NWF occurs along a collection of discrete lineaments, or streaks,213

that are oriented roughly radially with respect to the Mauna Loa summit (Figure 6a).214

The streaks are confined to a 4 km by 6 km semi-planar surface dipping to the north-215

northeast at approximately 32°. The depth of seismicity within these streaks (2-6 km)216

is shallower than the depth of the décollement beneath Mauna Loa’s west flank (8-10 km)217

(Wyss et al., 1992), indicating that these earthquakes are likely not hosted on the décollement.218

In contrast to Ka‘oiki, the seismicity rate in the NWF is highly nonstationary, with in-219

dividual streaks hosting discrete bursts of activity that persist for weeks to months (Fig-220

ure 6c). Additionally, the temporal patterns of seismicity in the northern half of the NWF221

differ significantly from the temporal patterns in the southern half; to illustrate this dif-222

ference, we subdivide NWF seismicity into “northern” and “southern” regions separated223

at 19.48°N and examine their seismicity rates separately (Figure 7b). The NWF is es-224

sentially quiescent before June 2014, generating 86 earthquakes/year on average. The225

rate of NWF earthquakes increases to 1,261 earthquakes/year between June 2014 and226

October 2018; during this period, seismicity is mostly confined to the south. In Octo-227

ber 2018, the seismicity rate in the northern NWF rapidly increases, and seismic pro-228

ductivity remains high until the 2022 eruption. Between October 2018 and December229

2022, the NWF produces an average of 4,865 earthquakes/year; following the eruption,230

the NWF reverts to quiescence.231

During our study period, the subcaldera magmatic system at Mauna Loa evinced232

nonstationary rates of magma accumulation and changes in magma chamber geometry233

(Varugu & Amelung, 2021). In particular, Varugu and Amelung (2021) inverted GPS234

and InSAR data from 2014-2020 for deformation source models, identifying evolving magma235

chamber geometries and potencies. To identify potential relationships between summit236

inflation and NWF seismicity, we compare GPS data to the seismicity rate history in the237

NWF. We observe that changes in the NWF seismicity rate correspond in time with tran-238

sient deformation episodes recorded on the NWF-adjacent GPS stations ALEP, TOUO,239

and PHAN. For each of these stations, we calculate the direction of maximum horizon-240

tal deformation between 2011 and 2022 from the transient components of motion extracted241
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Figure 6. (a) Map view of the seismicity of the NWF region (boxed in Fig. 1). Seismicity is

colored by time to emphasize the burst-like activity within each streak. The dashed blue line is

the line of latitude at 19.48°N that separates southern and northern NWF seismicity. (b) Depth

view of seismicity of the NWF region, colored by time. (c) Seismicity in the NWF region through

time. The color scale is the same used in (a) and (b). The red line represents cumulative seismic-

ity in the NWF. The dashed blue line corresponds to 19.48°N.

Figure 7. (a) Direction and magnitude of maximum horizontal displacement over the 2011-

2022 period for NWF-adjacent GPS stations ALEP, TOUO, and PHAN. The NWF region is

boxed with a dashed line; the dashed blue line is 19.48°N. (b) Cumulative seismicity south (blue)

and north (orange) of 19.48°N in the NWF region. The seismicity rate in the NWF undergoes

distinct increases beginning in June 2014 and October 2018. (c) Timeseries of horizontal displace-

ment in the direction of maximum displacement for GPS stations ALEP, TOUO, and PHAN.

Black dots represent residuals for each station calculated by the DISSTANS fitting algorithm.

The seismicity rate increases illustrated in (b) correspond to increases in horizontal velocity for

all three stations.
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by DISSTANS. The maximum horizontal deformation directions and the position time-242

series projected along the maximum deformation direction are plotted for these three sta-243

tions in Figure 7ac. While deformation is minimal before 2014, a deformation transient244

beginning in June 2014 coincides with the onset of a gradual increase in NWF seismic-245

ity. Between 2014 and 2017, most seismicity in the NWF is restricted to the southern246

NWF. After 2017, we observe a slowing in the rate of deformation and a return to seis-247

mic quiescence, although GPS velocities remain elevated relative to 2012-2014. In Oc-248

tober 2018, we observe a sudden increase in horizontal velocity at all three GPS stations.249

This increase is coincident with renewed seismic activity in the NWF, including a sud-250

den increase in seismicity in the northern NWF. After October 2018, deformation and251

seismicity in the NWF continue until the 2022 eruption. The deformation transients we252

observe here are broadly consistent with those reported by Varugu and Amelung (2021),253

who identify three distinct phases of summit deformation spanning 2014-2015, 2015-2018,254

and 2018-2020, respectively. These correspondences indicate a possible relationship be-255

tween summit deformation and NWF seismicity.256

To assess whether summit deformation is capable of driving the NWF seismicity257

through static stress transfer (King et al., 1994), we perform Coulomb stress (∆CS) mod-258

eling. We determine a receiver plane in the NWF by fitting a plane to the seismicity (Fig-259

ure 8a). We calculate Coulomb stress on the receiver plane induced by the time-varying260

dike inflation and Mogi source solutions obtained by Varugu and Amelung (2021) for the261

Mauna Loa summit. For simplicity, we assume a westward rake along the entire receiver262

plane, consistent with previous focal mechanisms determined for the region (Bryan &263

Johnson, 1991; Gillard et al., 1992). Varugu and Amelung (2021) invert for three sta-264

tionary models spanning the periods January 2014 to August 2015, August 2015 to April265

2018, and April 2018 to May 2020, respectively; to calculate Coulomb stress after the266

end of their study period, we extend the geometry and seismic potency of their 2018-267

2020 sources to December 2022. We calculate stress using the formulation of Okada (1992)268

for half-space deformation. Following Varugu and Amelung (2021), we assume a Pois-269

son’s ratio of 0.25 and a shear modulus of 16 GPa. We assume a value of 0.35 for the270

effective shear modulus µ′; we test several values of µ′ between 0.2 and 0.4 and found271

that our results are not qualitatively sensitive to µ′ within this range (Figure S6).272

The results of the Coulomb stress calculations are plotted in Figure 8b-d. The Coulomb273

stress is slightly negative on the receiver plane during 2014-2015, with a median stress-274

ing rate of -0.008 MPa/yr, consistent with seismic quiescence in the NWF. During 2015-275

2018, the Coulomb stressing rate shifts to positive across the receiver plane with a me-276

dian value of 0.027 MPa/yr, coincident with an increase in NWF seismicity. The region277

of maximum stressing rate in this period (∼0.17 MPa/yr) is proximal to the concentrated278

seismicity south of 19.48°. The rate of Coulomb stress remains positive over 2018-2022,279

during which time we also observe a northward shift in the region of maximum stress-280

ing and a sustained increase in NWF seismicity north of 19.48°. Although these source281

models lack fine spatiotemporal resolution, the qualitative correspondences between Coulomb282

stress and patterns of seismicity suggest that the rate of NWF seismicity is strongly tied283

to stress changes from inflation of Mauna Loa’s shallow magma system.284

To investigate whether the rate of seismicity in the NWF can be modeled as a func-285

tion of Coulomb stress time history, we employ the model of J. Dieterich (1994), which286

relates stress history to cumulative seismicity in a rate-and-state friction framework. The287

model can be written as (Heimisson & Segall, 2018)288

N

r
= talog(

1

ta

∫ t

0

K(t′)dt′ + 1) (1)

where ta is a characteristic aftershock decay time, N is the cumulative number of earth-289

quakes through time t, and r is the background rate of seismicity. K is an integral ker-290

nel which, under the assumption that changes in normal stress are small relative to the291
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Figure 8. (a) Depth of the receiver plane fitted to NWF seismicity. (b-d) Coulomb stressing

rates on the NWF receiver plane assuming a westward rake and the geometries and potencies

of Varugu and Amelung (2021). In each plot, seismicity occurring during the time range of the

model is plotted. The red dots and lines represent the locations of an imposed Mogi source and

opening plane during each discrete time period. The gold star is the median location of all seis-

micity in the NWF; the Coulomb stress timeseries plotted in Figure 9 is measured at this point.
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Figure 9. (a) Coulomb stress history for the point marked by a gold star in Figure 8. The

dashed segment from January 2014 to August 2015, during which the Coulomb stressing rates is

negative, is not included in the input to the seismicity rate modeling. (b) Observed (orange) and

modeled (blue) seismicity history in the NWF.

background normal stress, can be formulated in terms of Coulomb stress change (Heimisson292

& Segall, 2018; Sirorattanakul et al., 2022):293

K(t) = exp(∆CS(t) · Sinf

Aσ
) (2)

where ∆CS is the Coulomb stress change history normalized from 0 at t = 0 to 1 at294

the end of the stress time series tinf , A is a fault constitutive parameter, σ is normal stress,295

and Sinf is the Coulomb stress at the end of the stress timeseries. We define ∆CS as the296

Coulomb stress history at the centroid of NWF seismicity spanning August 2015, when297

the stressing rate becomes positive, to December 2022.298

To define N , we subset NWF seismicity, identify a magnitude of completeness of299

0.25 (Figure S7), and remove events below magnitude 0.25. The magnitude-filtered cat-300

alog of NWF seismicity includes several discrete swarms of activity that take place on301

the order of days to weeks, far below the temporal resolution of the deformation source302

models of Varugu and Amelung (2021). In order to avoid potential biases to the fitting303

procedure caused by these short-term clusters, we perform nearest-neighbor-based declus-304

tering of the catalog using the method of Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013) (Figure S8), us-305

ing an estimated b-value of 1.22 (Figure S7). We then calculate N using the declustered306

catalog. We define r as the average seismicity rate of the declustered catalog between307

August 2013 (at which point the seismic network geometry is mostly stable) and August308

2015 (78.6 events/yr).309

Our model assumes that σ is constant throughout the NWF, although, because of310

the dip of the receiver plane, the true value of σ likely varies with depth. Under these311

simplifying assumptions, the model relating stress history to N only consists of two pa-312

rameters, Aσ and ta. We perform a grid search to identify best-fitting values and achieve313

a good fit with Aσ = 63.6 kPa and ta = 12.4 yr (Figure 9). The quality of the fit, de-314

spite the simplifying assumptions involved, suggests that NWF seismicity can be related315

to stressing caused by summit deformation using a simple rate-and-state triggering model.316
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4 Discussion317

4.1 Rift zone structure318

The precise earthquake locations that we obtain in our catalog allow us to image319

the internal structures of Mauna Loa’s SWRZ. Seismic structure in the SWRZ is char-320

acterized by geometric complexity, with a curvilinear, hook-like structure and subpar-321

allel strands of seismicity distributed over an area roughly 500 m in the rift-perpendicular322

direction (Figure 4). These features are consistent with continuing lateral growth of the323

rift zone as it evolves (J. H. Dieterich, 1988). Similar hook structures are routinely iden-324

tified in developing normal fault systems (Gudmundsson et al., 1993; Childs et al., 1995),325

including within volcanic rift zones in Iceland (Acocella et al., 2000), where they are in-326

terpreted to arise from the interaction of developing extensional fractures. In these sys-327

tems, growing normal faults evolve from an “underlapping” stage, where the faults are328

separated in the rift-parallel direction, to an “overlapping” state, where the faults over-329

lap in the rift-perpendicular direction (Acocella et al., 2000). The hook structure we im-330

age overlaps significantly with another strand of seismicity, suggesting that a mature fault331

system has developed to accommodate lateral growth of the SWRZ.332

Segmented, parallel tracks of seismicity, similar to those we observe in the SWRZ,333

have been documented along the path of a dike intrusion in Bardarbunga, where they334

were interpreted as parallel magma paths during dike propagation (Woods et al., 2019).335

Woods et al. (2019) suggested that the parallel segmentation may have reflected a com-336

plicated spatiotemporal pattern of dike propagation, where magma initially moved through337

one path and stalled for approximately one day before breaching the other, parallel path,338

where it ultimately erupted from the surface. If the parallel strands in the SWRZ are339

interpreted as two possible magma pathways, downrift dike propagation in the SWRZ340

may likewise be complicated by structural factors. Structural barriers to dike propaga-341

tion have previously been suggested in the SWRZ (Varugu & Amelung, 2021). Our re-342

sults highlight the possibility that structural complexity in the SWRZ may influence down-343

rift magma propagation and the location and timing of rift eruptions; understanding the344

behavior of magma within the rift zone may thus be important to inform short-term haz-345

ard forecast models.346

4.2 NWF seismicity347

Our stress modeling indicates that the seismicity rates of the streaks within Mauna348

Loa’s NWF are highly sensitive to stressing caused by summit deformation. Similarly,349

seismicity rates have been shown to be sensitive to transient stress perturbations on Kı̄lauea’s350

south flank (J. Dieterich et al., 2000; Segall et al., 2006) and upper east rift zone (Wauthier351

et al., 2019). This sensitivity raises the possibility that patterns of seismicity in the NWF352

can be used as an indicator of unrest in the Mauna Loa magma system, as has been sug-353

gested previously (Lockwood et al., 1987). Seismic monitoring of this feature may also354

be able to provide insight into changes in the state of stress in the Mauna Loa edifice,355

potentially improving the spatiotemporal resolution of deformation models.356

Seismicity within Kı̄lauea’s upper east rift zone is thought to concentrate into lin-357

eaments along a stress concentration where a vertically-dipping strike-slip fault within358

the rift contacts an underlying high-temperature cumulate body (Gillard et al., 1996);359

in this model, seismicity occurs along the stress concentration at the narrow contact be-360

tween the brittle overlying rock and the relatively weaker cumulates. Similar streaks of361

seismicity are observed along the brittle-ductile transition in California (Rubin et al.,362

1999); in spatially distributed fault systems, such streaks have also been observed to oc-363

cur in parallel (Shearer, 2002). We propose that the seismicity lineaments within the NWF364

are manifestations of a similar deformation process along a planar contact between an365

overlying brittle layer and an underlying cumulate-bearing layer. In the absence of a well-366

defined rift zone in the NWF, active lineaments are laterally distributed along this pla-367
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nar contact rather than concentrating along a single lineament. Previous gravity stud-368

ies have not resolved the existence of high-density, cumulate-like material beneath Mauna369

Loa’s NWF (Denlinger & Flinders, 2022; Kauahikaua et al., 2000), suggesting that cu-370

mulate material in the NWF may be tightly distributed preferentially along the seismic-371

ity lineaments. These structures could conceivably serve to supply magma to the dis-372

tributed network of radially oriented eruptive fissures on the surface of the NWF (Fig-373

ure 1) (Riker et al., 2009). The lack of a proper rift zone along the NWF has been in-374

terpreted to result from buttressing of the NWF by Hualalai and Mauna Kea (Baher et375

al., 2003); this buttressing might be responsible for our proposed laterally distributed376

deformation.377

Our proposed model for the NWF seismicity may also be relevant for the Nāmakani378

Seismic Zone on the northwest flank of Kı̄lauea. Early earthquake locations in Nāmakani379

were interpreted as forming a normal fault dipping southeast (P. Okubo & Nakata, 2003).380

More recent catalogs, however, have identified streaks of seismicity distributed across a381

plane that dips away from the Kı̄lauea summit (Matoza et al., 2021; Wilding et al., 2023),382

in a similar orientation to the NWF. Increased seismicity has also been reported in Nāmakani383

in the weeks prior to rift zone and summit intrusions (P. Okubo & Nakata, 2003). Kı̄lauea’s384

northwest flank is buttressed by Mauna Loa’s edifice and NERZ in a similar manner to385

Mauna Loa’s NWF, and is underlain by high-density (Denlinger & Flinders, 2022) and386

electrically resistive (Hoversten et al., 2022) material. These properties hint that the Nāmakani387

Seismic Zone could represent another instance of laterally distributed deformation at a388

planar contact with a ductile cumulate layer that may be sensitive to inflation of the sub-389

caldera magmatic system.390

4.3 Rift zone eruptive favorability391

Our catalog documents a decade of seismicity and deformation within the Mauna392

Loa edifice prior to its 2022 eruption. We suggest that the deformation we observe might393

have contributed to a stress state that promoted the eventual intrusion into the NERZ.394

Following eight years of steady activity along the basal décollement and strike-slip faults395

of the Ka‘oiki region, we identify a significant increase in the seismicity rate after July396

2019 (Figure 5c). Coulomb stress modeling indicates that both slumping of the Mauna397

Loa pile along the Ka‘oiki décollement and right-lateral motion along the northern strike-398

slip faults can reduce normal stresses in the upper NERZ (Walter & Amelung, 2006).399

Accelerated slip along Ka‘oiki’s décollement and northern strike-slip faults might have400

contributed to increased unclamping of the intruded segment of the NERZ in the three401

years before Mauna Loa’s 2022 eruption, promoting conditions for an eventual NERZ402

intrusion and eruption.403

The increase in seismicity rate in Ka‘oiki, which started just a few months after404

the 2018 Kı̄lauea caldera collapse sequence, may reflect accelerated slip precipitated by405

stress transfer from Kı̄lauea. A previous catalog identified a large swarm of long-period406

seismicity 30 km beneath the summit of Kı̄lauea in July 2019; concurrently, a mantle swarm407

25 km southwest of Kı̄lauea at 40 km depth beneath the village of Pāhala (Figure 1) ex-408

perienced an order-of-magnitude increase in seismicity rate (Wilding et al., 2023). These409

mantle earthquakes have been interpreted as reflecting an episode of renewed magma sup-410

ply to Kı̄lauea volcano following its 2018 caldera collapse (Wilding et al., 2023). The cor-411

respondence between increased seismicity in the mantle and at Ka‘oiki suggests that de-412

formational structures that can influence the magma system of Mauna Loa may in turn413

be influenced by stress transfer from Kı̄lauea’s magma system.414

In the decade prior to Mauna Loa’s 2022 NERZ eruption, our catalog documents415

significant, ongoing seismicity in the SWRZ and near-total quiescence in the NERZ. This416

pattern indicates that comparing the relative rates of earthquakes along each rift zone417

may not serve as a reliable indicator of the initial location of future eruptions. The re-418
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sults of our rate-and-state friction modeling, however, do suggest that seismicity may419

be able to provide insights into the evolving state of stress within the Mauna Loa ed-420

ifice. Future efforts to improve the spatiotemporal resolution of deformation source mod-421

els may provide greater insight into controls on eruption location at Mauna Loa.422

5 Conclusions423

We develop a comprehensive catalog of relocated seismicity for the Mauna Loa ed-424

ifice spanning 2011-2023 to study near-summit structures and pre- and co-eruptive pat-425

terns of earthquake behavior. Our catalog details geometrical complexity in the SWRZ426

and a decade of nonstationary seismicity in the NWF region that can be attributed to427

stressing caused by inflation of the sub-caldera magma system. We also observe an ac-428

celeration of seismicity in the Ka‘oiki seismic zone approximately three years prior to429

Mauna Loa’s 2022 NERZ eruption. The deformation evidenced by our seismic catalog430

suggests that the NERZ may have been progressively unclamped in the years before the431

eruption, creating favorable stress conditions for an eventual intrusion into the NERZ.432

Our results shine new light on the evolving stress state in the volcanic edifice and may433

be used to aid in future monitoring efforts at Mauna Loa. They also serve to improve434

our physical understanding of near-summit structures in the Mauna Loa edifice and how435

they influence, and are influenced by, changing magma storage conditions. The histor-436

ical record indicates that eruptions at Mauna Loa are clustered in time (Klein, 1982);437

our results provide additional context to aid in the interpretation of possible future un-438

rest at Mauna Loa.439
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Figure S1. Map and labels of seismic stations from the HV network used in this study. Inset:

location of our study region on the Island of Hawai‘i.

Figure S2. Earthquake location results using k-NN-based SSST calculations for varying values

of the parameter k. Earthquake location resolution increases with k up to k = 5000; locations

do not visibly improve with k > 5000.
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Figure S3. The median absolute deviation (MAD) of P- (blue) and S- (orange) wave travel

time residuals over successive SSST iterations. The “initial” step represents travel-time residuals

after the removal of outlier picks with travel-time residuals > 0.49 s, but prior to applying any

SSST corrections. MAD values decrease smoothly up to iteration 10 for both P and S residuals.
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Figure S4. (a) Map view of the A-A’ profile. The dashed blue box outlines a region where

seismicity is quiescent until two months prior to the 2022 eruption. Black lines are mapped

fissure traces (Wolfe (compiler) & Morris, 1996; Sherrod et al., 2021). Seismicity in the box is

enlarged for visibility. (b) and (c) Timeseries of all seismicity in the box. The boxed region is

relatively seismically quiescent until late 2022.
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Figure S5. Depth section of seismicity along the A-A’ profile down to 14 km depth. Most of

the seismicity in our catalog is at or above about 1 km depth. Inset: histogram of event count

by depth along the A-A’ profile.
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Figure S6. Coulomb stressing rates calculated on the NWF receiver plane for three different

time periods and two different values of µ′. The red dot and red line represent the Mogi source

and the opening dislocation source of Varugu and Amelung (2021), respectively, for each time

period. Our results are qualitatively similar for 0.2 ≥ µ′ ≥ 0.4.
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Figure S7. Cumulative magnitude distribution of seismicity within the NWF region. We

estimate a magnitude of completeness for the region of 0.25.
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Figure S8. Time history of clustered (blue) and background (orange) seismicity in the NWF,

as determined by the declustering algorithm of Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013). The background

seismicity defines the declustered catalog.
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